
 

HISTORY 
 

And these are the words that Moses spoke to all Israel (in) the wilderness…  
 
 
If I could go back to one single chapter before your \deth\, (noun), enduring cessation 
of all vital functions, it would be that balmy September afternoon when you sat in your 
La-Z-Boy and tried to tell us, your survivors & keepers of accounts, your life’s \ˈsto ̇r-ē\, 
your view of the incidents and accidents that brought you to this lasting and urgent 
passage, the gathering up of all metaphor and rumor— all those details of things that 
needed to be done, reprised, often despised as small murders of the spirit— and this 
time I would listen.  
 

(Dad, I’m struggling here with the essential nature of our destination. When the 
\bä-dē\, that skin that holds our waves & particles within, is no longer capable 
of housing its former occupant, if the energies can no longer speak their 
rhythms in real time, if we can never truly have back our dead....)  

 
Years ago walking in Penn Station, I bought a paper, its reedy trajectory from the Nile 
long forgotten, news & views all that mattered, when suddenly the shout of your hands 
moving across a keyboard startled me, captured me— metal keys clacking, presses 
rumbling, men shouting for finished copy.  How you caressed the small wooden 
wedges that cordoned off words one from the other: upper case, lower case as needed, 
\ˈle-təәr\ by waiting letter.  
 
How you taught me— each story is feather light, each syllable incapable of 
independent purpose. If I could go back, which I surely cannot, this time I would 
listen— and not become bored (adjective: impatient, self-absorbed, frightened by this 
uninvited loss). And I would build a word factory. 
 
Imagine it! Rows of stringers, each wrapped in an identical shawl of attention, cradling 
silver laptop, steno machine, pad of paper & fine-tipped pen— every impatient 
container that could capture the \re-ˈko ̇rd\, the pattern, the authentic and official 
script. This loyal crew would gather up what was and what will never be, all those 
thrashing, irresolute phonemes and untamed thoughts, gather them up like small blue 
flowers. Later would come refinement and review, labeling and redaction and finally, 
placement in bulging manila envelopes, each tied simply with a spiraling thread. 
 

(You said: I have remained in this valley too long.  There always comes a \tīm\ 
(noun), when the present swallows up the past, when the father no longer 
protects, the child is no longer a child.)  
 

Repetition begins with this arc of attention. Thus, I would take your story & annotate 
the future.     


